Abstract. Science manipulates things and gives up living in them. It is human but not science that lives in architectural space. But, this household is ignored in architectural designing process sometimes, especially in some modern architectural design. How to get architectural space and get the space around architecture out of the controlling of science is the main problem to research. Through analyzing Chinese living space based on phenomenology theories, we got something beneficial to the quality of the internal space and external space of buildings. These things have closed relationship with our body, such as our eyes, our ears and someone else all set up our senses and feelings. And, it is the senses and feelings that detect whether living space comfortable or not. Based on these researches, we set up the new mindsets about architectural space to get out of the restrictions from science.
Introduction
It is said by J. Gasquet. Cézanne that what I am trying to convey to you is more mysterious; and it is entwined in the very roots of being, in the impalpable source of sensations. Today more than ever, science is sensitive to intellectual fads and fashions. When a model has succeeded in one order of problems, it is tried out everywhere else. Science has changed our society, our environment and our lives. Sometimes, it determines many aspects in our lives, especially our living space.
At present, architecture may be the product of repetitive components made in a factory [1] . It makes the building process far more precise, and more economical. Therefore, architects need to design buildings in ways that recognize this and not ways from ourselves. The structure is regarded as an assembly of carefully engineered pieces. As a result, the space is more precise, but human feeling is never precise. The irreconcilable differences have made many troubles in our lives.
Architectural Phenomenology
The body of people is like a window into the world. The body exists in the world, which makes us see the world and see ourselves. But, what is the real word, what we see and hear and sense is the real world? Phenomenology tells us that not to consider the reality of the world, the phenomenon expressed to ourselves is the key.
Viewpoints of C.NorbergSchulz. C.NorbergSchulz said that only if experiencing the nature of site and environment, people can be resettled. The site on which people are living is the truly place of people. In the past, architecture has been used to represent traditional hierarchies. The objective of architecture is turning the abstract site into the pace full of the behaviors of people. C.NorbergSchulz 's idea drives from the theory of existential phenomenology.
Viewpoints of Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Maurice Merleau-Ponty said that the power of science to control should not be too enhanced. Controlling percipience through science to predict some things or plan some things, even involve beauty and taking this process for granted without considering the richness of experiences of people will undoubtedly put the future of architecture into a risk. Mei Rom-le pen's ideas about percipience, body and science greatly influenced on Steven Holl [2] .
The Phenomenon of Chinese living Space.
No matter the traditional architecture in the East, nor in the West, there are similar feelings about the phenomenon. Therefore, there is some kinds of phenomenon belongs to our eye and mind.
Gradual overlap. Anything in the world generally comes to our eyes from far. So the phenomenon of something usually becomes clearer and clearer with the shortening of distance. Observing space is a process that is from blurred phenomenon to clear. Taking in everything in a glance is uninterested in the designing of architectural space. Therefore, the space should not be all opened to our eyes, in which we should have some objects, but should not have all the scenes before we get to them, especially to square or road or Chinese garden.
In Chinese architecture, architectural community is a series of courtyards stitched together, while architecture is the enclosure of these courtyards. Going in this architectural community is going in a courtyard and another, so the spaces of the series of courtyard form the special rhythm. The phenomenon gradual overlaps, we step out an old scene and into a new scene. We can see the new scene through the door of the old yard. So the observing process is a continue process not only in the time, but also in the space, from the blurred to clear and blurred to clear.
In many traditional square, there are some similar designing. Plazza San Marco is a center square in Venice. The square has two axes. One axe is from west open of square to San Marco's Cathedral and one axe is from San Marco's Cathedral to Palazzo Ducale and to coast. One axe is from west to east, and another is from north to south. San Marco's Cathedral is the visual focus in the center of the square, which divided the square two parts. In each part of the square, we could not see other part directly. It is very interesting in the designing that is according to architectural phenomenology.
In traditional Chinese garden, there are some similar designing of space. The space may be not large, but it can be made larger in our eyes. For example, river way of Slender West Lake is narrow, in the middle of which willows is planted in a line. The willows form a transparent green layer make the space complex with the two riversides. The space of Slender West Lake seems to be larger and more beautiful than ever. It looks like not broad but senses broad. The designing of road in Chinese garden is the same thing. The road usually is not straight that is shown in figure. 1, we generally could not see the last objective unless step through some transitional space. Restriction and freedom. If there are restrictions in our space, there should be freedom too. Discipline usually brings us nervous feeling and indiscipline brings us relaxed feeling. We need the two things in our life. The first one more considers function and the second one considers our feelings.
Restriction is not a simple thing here. There are restrictions always accompanied with freedom. The order of space is usually from restrictions and freedom and to restrictions [3] . That is from internal space to façade and to external place. Facade usually express freedom and the other two spaces express restriction. Restrictions of space bring us tension, the free facade bring us the relaxation.
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In traditional architecture, internal space usually get geometry shape, and facade always has some non-linear elements, such as curve roof of Chinese traditional building and the ancient Greek column type. The courtyard and square usually have geometry shape outside architecture. This changing forms a rhythm that needs us to experience from head to foot. This process accords with our observing a building and makes our feeling comfortable, not more nervous or more chaotic.
Human senses. Human senses are very deft. Therefore, the space of architecture should be deft too. In the past time, we are more sensitive to the changing environment than today. We can see and hear more far and smell more smells. The shape of building usually makes our feeling comfortable. It is deft extremely sometime.
In the traditional Chinese building, the roof is curve, the column is curve and the whole building is curve too, which is shown in figure. 2. The roof is curve partly because the sloping roof could weaken the power of water and the curve line is very beautiful. The column is curve because some columns are made the top thin and the bottom thick to get the columns looks like stable. The engineer practice is called "Shou Fen". The other engineer practice is called "Juan Sha" that is also made the column curve. The column is made curve at one third of it below the top, and taken in 1 degree every one ninth of it upward. One third of a column takes into 3 degrees together. The column is not always vertical. Peripheral columns under eave are made the top be placed inward and the bottom be placed outward a little. This engineer practice is called "Ce Jiao" that makes the column slope inward and makes the whole building look like stable. The whole building is curve because peripheral columns under eave are made taller and taller from the middle column on the facade to make the eave has a beautiful curve shape. So Chinese traditional architecture is a non linear architecture and greatly takes account of visual sense of body. It is conform to the idea of architectural phenomenology.
The Problem of Modern Living Space
The use of new building techniques to bring the benefits of mass production to architecture has been a recurring ambition. This ambition has finally become a reality. Innovative production processes and high-tech materials have made it possible for building systems to become more efficient. Architecture can now be the product of components made in the controlled conditions of the factory rather than on site. The discipline of such production methods gives form, scale, rhythm and legibility both to the individual parts and to the whole building. Science and technology has determined architecture in every respect.
Precise. The function is precise, the room is precise and the space is precise too. There is no surprise packet in our most space, especially in office building, residential building and transportation building. Even if some buildings are designed to response to a rapidly changing world, the precise is not avoided, for example Rogers' House, a building designed by Richard Rogers, is designed for maximum adaptability. Square is not avoided in this shape of space. But, our action is not linear, our body is not linear, machine needs a linear shape, we need a mechanical space? It should not be the reason for the precise phenomenon.
Legibility. A clearly articulated building is designed to reflect the way in which it was made, what makes it stand up, and how it works. This is Louis Kahn's idea about served and servant spaces. But, could this method of designing really contribute to the relationship between architecture and people? Could not it be regard as an eye tricks? We could not get close really sometime without considering soul. Liking mysterious things is the soul of people, so translucent is the key that interested us, rather than ice-cold, transparent glass boxes.
Restriction. Today, we move from a box to a box in our lives. We live in a box, we work in a box, we amuse in a box and we sit in a moving box on road to go home or go to office building. A box and a box is a trap to make our breath choked by an invisible hand. We are born of a fascination belongs to nature. The natural characteristic of our body is taken away from our lives, so we could be made sick or mass. "Cube 1: Hypercube" is a famous film, which expresses a despair brought by infinity cubes
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Architecture and Urban Development we have lived in. This kind of despair makes the people in the cubes kill each other. This process partly reflects the current situation of our living. Human is free in nature, so architectural designing must consider this problem. Mechanical Senses. Euclidean geometry made architectural space liner. Geometry shapes are adopted to construct architectural space, such as square, circle and triangle. As a result, people may feel bored, depress and tension in this space. Human visual sense is very deft. What we get through our eyes is not the thing itself we see. The thing is distorted in our eyes. There are many distractions in our environment, which our eyes could not take away. As a result, our feeling is never precise extremely and we have no mechanical senses. If we prefer to get a fine feeling, we must distort the thing presented our eyes. Therefore, column is made not vertical to make them look like vertical in our eyes and the head of Michelangelo's David is made larger in proportion to make it look like normal size in our eyes because the head is far away from us when we stand on the side of the statue. Architecture is made for people and not for science. So we should realize the designing method of traditional architecture, even if the designing looks like unscientific. Geometry shapes look like a fast food to our eyes, we need traditional food to make us out of malnourish.
The Mindset of Architectural Space Design
From the Mood of Traditional Space. Traditional architecture all has a long history. In the long history, traditional methods of the construction industry organized predominantly along craft lines. The old technology has made architecture not influenced by the machine and the production process by machine. Because of the man-made opponents, architecture has a chance to be made non-liner and no precise, but still deft. As a result, we could make some amendment for ourselves, from our emotion, our visual sense, our sense of hearing, our sense of smell and some so on. It is the soul of the mood of traditional space, which we should keep with the development of architecture [4] .
From the development of science and technology. Science may be a kind of avant-garde art to some extent. Nonlinear dynamic and chaos theory are regarded as some catalyst to create some new architectural form. Charles Jencks said that architecture should approach to Nature and use the language of Nature and architecture reflexes organizational layer, multivalence, complexity and chaos [5] . Architecture could be created through emergency theory and generative theory.
Furthermore, Computer technology makes a kind of new designing process. In this complex designing process, the great computing power of computer can unravel many big problems, such as parameters influence analysis, graphical analysis, generating architecture form, selecting diverse result, and so on.
As a result, it is a chance that architecture could get the soul from traditional architecture with the development of science and technology at the least cost. More than that, this development can make architecture more adapted to human sense and human feeling through precise calculation, and more realizing of human emotion. It is the key work we should to do, and not the exaggerated form and showing high-tec.
Conclusions
On the basis of analysis above, we can get a key to architecture controlled by science and technology, which is to get back to our body, to get back to our sense and to get back to our emotion. Even if the human feeling is not a truth to science, it is a truth to our body ourselves. Only by the way, we can get back to architecture belongs to us and get to ourselves.
